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World History 
Decline of Classical Civilizations and Change--Circa 500 B.C.E.-1400 C.E. 

 
History 121: Western Civilizations I 

 
 

Praxis concepts addressed in these courses: African kingdoms: Ghana, Mali, Songhai 
 
 Islam’s spread across northern Africa created increased trading opportunities for the 
peoples to the south.  This led to the rise of three successive kingdoms in the Sahel, the part of 
Africa just south of the Sahara.  Unless you read your “Mainstream of Civilization” book 
carefully, you probably didn’t cover these kingdoms in any of your classes. 
 
  Knowing the relative chronology of these three kingdoms and their location (the Sahel) is 
probably all you need to know for the Praxis exam.  However, just because its’ interesting stuff, 
you ought to read through the short but excellent articles on the Washington State University 
Web site:  
 

Ghana (750—1100) http://www.wsu.edu:8080/~dee/CIVAFRCA/GHANA.HTM
Mali (1100-1430) http://www.wsu.edu:8080/~dee/CIVAFRCA/MALI.HTM
Songhai (1430-1612) http://www.wsu.edu:8080/~dee/CIVAFRCA/SONGHAY.HTM

 
Major themes: Around A.D. 750, the Berbers and others combine to create Ghana, the first of 
the great kingdoms of the Sahel.  Extensive trade with Moslems of north Africa (copper, salt, 
gold, slaves) leads to several centuries of prosperity.  A Jihad (!) against Ghana leads to its 
collapse.  The kingdom of Mali is similar, but even more prosperous.  Under the devout Moslem 
ruler Mansa Musa (1312-1337) the Malian city of Timbuctu becomes, not only wealthy, but a 
great cultural center with a vast library and even Islamic universities. A century later, Mali is 
conquered by the people who will create the Songhai empire, another well-organized empire: 
probably the largest most prosperous of all the African empires. The Songhai rulers were 
Moslems: apparently not the subject peoples. 
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